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Popularity Queen
To Be Crowned
On April 21

TWILLA GRAHAM ·1.S CHAIRPt, AN
OF L. C. RED CROSS. CHAPTER

One of these girls will be crowned Popularity Queen on April 21.
The candidates are : F lorence
Barry, Jacqueline Schwab, Lynn
Jaclrnon, Peggy Proctor, Sally
Dearmont, Betty Ann Rouse,
Polly W oolsey, Marilou Rutledge,
Pasty Powell, Bobbie Burnett,
Helen Bartlett, Marge Allen, and
Donalee Wehrle.
These 13 girls were presented
at student chapel two weeks ago.
Voting for the Queen took place
the same night at special house
meetings in the dormitories. However, the Queen will not be announced until the ceremony
which will be held preceding dinner i~ Ayres Dining H all.
The ann ual elaborate ball which
usually accompanies the crown~
ing of t he Popularity Queen ha!;
been dispensed with this year in
favor of a simple ceremony in the
dining room, with a reception in
Ayres Parlor immediately following.

Faculty Put On Grid
Ai Press Club's
Annual Dinner

Unit To Be On
Campus On April 25

Over 500 faculty members and
students spent an hour or so
wat ching themselv,e s be '. 'roasted"
on an off-the-record Gridiron Dinner sponsored by the Press Club,
on March 24.
The
"Roastmaster", Emmy
Gumm, began the dinner with a
speech in which she inaugurated
the new addition to Lindenwood's
line o:f traditions. Mr. C. C. Clayton, sponsor of the cl ub, following in the footsteps of the national Gridiron Dinner, offered the
single toast of the evening..
Between courses, skits- or "take
offs" on cam pus personalitieswere presented. The first one,
"Frankie Wows 'Em Again", ·,113.s
farce on the housemothers of the
various halls. Donalee Wehrle as
Mrs. Arends, Sue Beck as Miss
Mottinger, Drue Hanshew as Mrs.
Holt, Carolyn Trimble as Mrs.
Stanley and Betty Miller as Mrs.
O'Rea.r made a hit with the stu-

Twilla Graham, a member of
the Junior class, was elected
Chairman of the Linclenwood
Branch of the St. Charles Red
Cross Chapter at a convocation
March 28. Other officers are Vicechairman, Jacqueline Sr:hwat, a
Junior; secretary, Mary Ann Par- .
ker, a Sophomore; and the treasurer, Marjorie Green, a J unior .
One o.f the Red Cross courses
offered at Lindenwood is the Dietitian course. This helps in .canteen work The Staff assistant
courses are open now. Each lee•
t ure is given by a well known
Reel Cross worker from St. Louis
or St. Charles. They give the history and t he organization of the
Red Cross and their principles.
7,300 bandages have been folded by the Bandaging class on
Monday and Thursday. In eight
hours the average number of
bandages folded by one person is
ninety six. If 200 girls would
work for eight hour s 19,200 band-

Dr. Gage and Dean
·Gipson Attend College

- d~t s as t h e_y s~9oned over S:=··

r. .ieeiing In Chicagu---

Dr. Gage and Dean Gipson attended the annual meeting of t he
Nort,h Central Association of Colleges in Chicago, March 22-25.
The chief topics of discussion
were. Adj ustment of Colleges at
present to war demands, survival
of colleges when war students are
suddenly withdrawn, and p ostwar
college problems. Dr. Gage also
attended a meeting of the Commission on Teacher Education, of
which he is a member.
Dean Gipson will go to Cornell
College, at Mt. Vernon, Iowa on
April 25, to represent Lindenwood College at the inauguration
?f Russell David Cole as presiJ-\nt of Cornell College.
he.be Dean will also attend the
girl'ouri Academy of Science
The.ling, April 28. At the meeting ~he will gi ve a paper on "The
p owural Content of an Idaho
Ai1tier Community."

=t eshmen Give Big
J:ter Party
For U pperdassmen
1 A "Big Sister" birthday party
{.,as
given £or the upperclassmen
1

-....J:>y the Freshman .c lass on March
30, in Ayres dining h all. The
evening's entertainment included
several skits presented by members of the Freshman class. During dinner, music was provided by
the Freshman "dance band".
Highlight of the evening's entertainment came when t he dining
room was darkened and individual cakes w ith candles were
placed in front of each guest, the
band playing "Happy Birhtday."
Among the skits presented, the
one which affor ded the most
amusement was a take-of.f on a
student meeting, with Sally Dearmont quietly reading her announcements, Bev Wescott's "rem inders", and Bobby Burnett's
timid announcement of sports activities.
Jea n Sturner acted as master
of ceremonies.

Here are Lindenwood's new Dietitian Aides. At left is Miss Druzella
a nd at right Miss Debby Higbee

Lindenwood Girls ·w in Caps
As Red Cross Dietitian Aides
By Patricia Walsh
The varied activities in the R ed
Cross exemp1i1ies the true patriotic spirit of the Lindenwood students.
In November, 1943 ,the first
Dietitian Aid group was organized in St. Louis. Two Lindenwood girls, Debbie Higbee and
Druzella Hanshew, both majors
in Foods and Nutrition, joined
the class. They went into St.
Louis every Tuesday and Thursday to attend classes from 7:30 to
9::30 p . m. After completing 20
hours of lecture they t·eceived
their u niforms. The next step in
their training was to compl,ete 15
hours of supervised apprentice
work in a hospital. They were assigned to the Jewish Hospital to
complete their training. They
were "capped" February 4, 1944,
at the Red Cross headquarters
with a number of Dietitian Aides

from various schools in St. Louis.
After the "capping" exercises the
girls were full-fledged Dietitians
Aides.
'I'hey are expected to give four
hours of voluntary service to the
Red Cross each week. Both Miss
H igbee and Miss Hanshew have
given approximately 50 hours of
service since they completed the
training.
The type of work the girls encounter includes working in the·
special diet ldtchen preparing
special diets and food for the
patients in the hospital, working
in the Central Diet Kitchen where
food is sent to the various sections of the hospital, and working
in the Dietitians Of.:'ice, helping
her with her work.
Because of the war the hospitals are so understaffed that assistance of this type is of great
value.

Room Drawings
For Next Year to
Be Held April 18

Junior-Senior
Luncheon Held
At Missouri A. C.

The room drawings for next
September will be held on April
18. The college has the largest
number of students enrolling
than ever before in t he school history at this time of the year.
Every room that is not h eld by
its present occupant is an open
room. Students of the three classes are called in according to their
seniority. Mr. Motley summons
them according to the order of
their deposit, but the seniors get
first chance. Mr . Motley s_a ys it
seniority. Mr. Motley. summons
of several rooms that you wan t
to choose from.

The Junior-Senior luncheon
was held at the Missouri Athletic
Club in St. Louis on March 25.
There was no arranged program,
but everyone joined in singing.
There were two toasts, one given
to the Senior Class by Donalee
Wehrle, the other given the Junior Class by Pat de Puy. E ach
Senior was given a gardenia and
the money necessary t o pay for
h er p icture show ticket.
PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS.

Blood Donor Mobile

~~~s- roll1(1- be

J"f\11 ~rl

tra an d fough t over a card table.
The College is sending cakes
T he second skit, "A Keyhole and pies to.the service men at t he
View," was the Press Club's idea U. S. O center in St. Charles. The
as to what goes on behind the money is taken from the organiclosed doors of a faculty eneeting. zation, by Miss Cook, that can
The outstanding members of this best afford the expense.
were Mary Ann Nesbitt as Dean
The Red Cross Blood Donor
Gipson. Beky Yod2r as Dr. L . L. Mobile Unit is coming to LindenBernard, Lou Mallory as Dr. wood April 25. Those over 21 can
Dawson, "Bugs" Rouse as Mr. volunteer but those under must
Stine, Dorothy Heimrod a<; Miss have their parents permission to
Staggs, and Carol Landberg as donate blood.
Dr. Schaper.
Tho Red Cross is our opportunThe third and last "take-off"
was entitled "Lindenwood o.f the ity to serve. Every little bit helps.
1990's. Patsv Jo Powell as the
streamlined clean of the 1990's and
Marge Irwin as the similar head
of Personnel gave the ideal r ules
and regulat ions of the college to
be.

Press Club To

Spons,u News

B~tkelbaH TP.~ms
Wiffll al Mc:nHteHo

A~ul Wa$hinghm U.
The basketball and swimming
teams went to Monticello three
weelr-ends ago to compete in the
tri-meet held there with MacMurray and Monticello. In basketball,
Lindenwood cle.featecl MacMurray
by a scOl'e of 28-4, and won over
Monticello by 24 points wifu a
scor e of 32-8. Since the swimming scores have not been totaled
the winner of the meet has not
been determined.
Lndenwood's first and second
basketball teams played Washington University teams two weekend ago at t he univ,ersity. Lindenwood's second team won its game
by a score of 10-9. The first team
defea ted the U's first team 16-11.
The r iding team went to Jacksonville that same Friday night
to attend a riding meet at MacMurray the next day. The L. C.
team lost by 2 points, with a final
score of 721-723.
The girls enjoyed the meet;;,
a nd appreciated MacMurray's and
Monticello's hospitality. They are
anxiously awaiting the meet to b~
held at Lindenwood in t he near
future.

Writing Corniest
The Press Club is sponsoring a
news writing contest as an organ•
ization project. Every girl in
school is eligible if she has had
some of her work published either in the Linden Bark or the Linden. J,eaves. One girl may submit
as many as three different entries
before the deadline May 1.
Cash awards will be given to
the winners at commencement
exercises. Three judges, Mr.
Charles Clayton, Miss Agnes Sibley and Dr. Kate Gregg, will select a winning entry from each of
the two classifications.
One of the classifications will include all news writing done in the
:Sark and Leaves, and the other
classification will be for any type
of writing which has been published in the literary supplement
of the Bark. The latter group will
include essays, term papers ,short
stories, and descriptoins.

GIVE BLOOD

to the
RED

CROSS

l
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TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 1944-

The Meaning Of Easter
Easter is the time for brightly colored eggs and perl,y little bonnets. Remember when you used to jump out of bed excit edly to hunt
for the basket the Easter Bunny had left you? Later that morning
you a ppeared in Sunday School in a frilly dress, straw bonnet, and
white laced shoes. When you went out to play, your m other cautioned
you to keep y our new shoes clean.
.
.
Then you started wearing heels, and a silk dress, an d a s m art
little sailor hat. You felt you were really growing up. During the
preacher's sermon you stol~ sly ~lances at_t he ~ats around_ y ou. )'.e~
they were a11 pretty; but, with a sigh of sat1sfact10n you decided yom::.
was the smartest one there. Those were t he good old days . . . . Or
were they? Did you ever stop to think that Easter meant anything
more than an excuse for a style show?
This Easter many people wore t heir last year's bonnets. They
had m ore on their minds than t he ribbons and .flowers on their heads.
'They listened to the story of The Resurrection, that they had heard
so many othel' Easter Sundays, with new inter est, taking hope for the
future in words from th e past. "For God so loved the world that He
gave His only begotten Son ... " And the men in far off places were
also finding strength and courage in that same sermon .. . "He restoreth my soul. Yea, though I walk through t he valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou a rt with me . . ,"

College Women At War
Newsweek Magazine raises a question that is of vi tal importance to every college woman on this campus. Is the college woman
uoing her part in the wnr effort? Margaret B a r nar d Pickel, in cha1•ep
of the War Work Information Bureau at Columbia University, has
~--- attacked women for their reluctance entering any field- armed ser vice, factory, etc.- that might hasten the end of the war. The excuses given, as she states them are: "1. the work might be too dull
for their well trained minds; 2. they didn't like being told what to do;
3. their mothers might w orry about them."
Everyone of us on Lindenwood campus wants to feel she is doing
the best she can. While we are here, we can work with the Red Cross;
during the summer, we can take part-time jobs that will aid some important industry; and after graduation, we can take a full-time job _
that will speed the day of victory. Shall we, the college women of
Lindenwood, prove Miss Pickel to be wrong in her assertion, or do we
want it to stand as it is today- that we ate slackers? It ls up to us.

Sophomore Clafs
Attends Ice I apades
The Sophomore Class, for their
annual class party, attended the
Ice Capades of 1944 at the Arena
in St. Louis on March 21.
F our chartered busses and two
street cars took the 150 gir ls directly to the Arena and returned
them again to school a.fter the
performance.
Mr. Motley secured excellent
seats for the class-four rows of
floor seats directly in the center
of the huge hall. Everyone enjoyed h erself immensely- consuming hot dogs by t he pound and
cokes by the gallon.
Probably the most effective feature of the Ice Capades, outside
of the galaxy of s kating stars,
was the use of a purple ray, that,
when t urned on certain colors
treated with a chemical subst ance,
gave off a wierd, beautiful glow.

Faculty Goes Back
To School At Senio1·
Party In Their Honor
A novel idea was used by I he
Seniors in their annual idcLll'.v
part y, March 31, in the library
club rooms
This "school room" party r equired that the faculty come
dressed in ginghams and cottons,
as grade school children. The
Seniors enacted the role of teachers, taking the faculty back to
their school days by entertaining
them with kindergarten games
and "spelHng bee."
The Seniors a warded thf! ";:tudents" diplomas at the end of the
progra m, and gave them 1~efreshments in a sack, carrying through
the idea of the old fashioned
schoo1 days.

w

V ')11ir

St. Charles

DRUG STORES
WELCOME
YOU!
itEXAL DRUG STORE
SERVICE DRUG
TAINTER DRUG
STANDARD DRUG
, AT YOUR SERVICE!
Our inte,rest is to serve you

better.

A MOST DELIGH'fFUL

GI FT
FLO\VERS
PARKVIEW
GARDENS
WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
PHONE 214

Gracie is just too, too excited
about the Popularity contest. She
simply can't imagine who will be
the Queen, because they are all
so wonderful. Since she isn't elig ible herself, she stated sh e
would be very happy ,to hear tha t
any one of the 13 candidates is
the lucky girl.

Lmiaim Mowrsr TeUs
of YI air Expraraences
In Campus A~dress
Mrs. Lillian Mowrer, "Journalists Wife", ·who spoke at S unday
Vesper Services, March 26, has
seen "history in the making." She
has accompanied her journalist
husband on several trips abroad
and has been present at s uch important events in world his tory as
the stirring speech given at a
meeting of t h e Leagu e of Nations

by Emperor H aile Selassi of E thiopia, p r ead lng foT his countr:v a tthe time when it was in serious
danger of being attacked by Italy .
She was also with her husband,
w ho acted as inter preter, in a
party which accompanied Benito
Mussolini -on a speaking tour of
Italy before his ill-starred rise to
fame. At t his time, said Mrs.
Mowuer, Mussolini did not "shine
as an orator''; he was so insignificant that she hardly noticed h im.
Mrs. Mowrer, who is also a
writer, explained that the r eason
newsmen have difficulty in getting real truth from E uropea n
countries is that these countries
accuse them of creating unrest
there in order to f urther the interests of the newsmen's own
countries. •For this r eason, she
continued, it is important that a
newsman make the r ight -cont acts. for wit h the right: ones, it
is much easier for him to get the
truth.
Mrs. Howrer said that aft er
this war, before everlasting
peace can ever be established, all
nations must disarm and build up
international relZJtionshi ps. I n ordet· to do this, all t he peoples of
the world must learn citizenshio
J n _the tr ue.JD..eaning of t he word.

War ReslricHons
Cul Easter Holiday
To Three Days
Due to war time restrictions
Lindenwood's Easter vacation began on Good F riday and classes
were resumed yesterday.
Many Lindenwood girls were at
their homes cele brating the holiday with their parents and
friends.
The Easter program on campus
included th e singing of the "Cant a tii." by the choir and religious
ser vices conducted by Dr. Harmon. Many of the girls who re•
m a ined on campus went to
churches in St. ,Charles and St.
Louis for Easter Sunday.
Buy War Bonds.

Guess who dropped in on us
last week. N one other than F lipper ty-gibbet Gremlin, our little
f riend f rom last year. Remember
when the gremlin family came
sailing in on us and then finally
sailed away leaving Flipper ty-g ,
to get "educated ?"
If you've been ,m your toes,
you've probably known she was
around for quite some time. She
is sure to be around when alarm
clocks don't go off for 8 o'clock
classes, when rooms get dirtier
and cirtier, but you just can't
find time for cleaning, and especially when you go in.for a huge
exam and the m ind becomes that
prove!'bial blank. Yep, wher_ that
happens you ought to know Flipperty is on the beam.
She says she's been here all
year-ever since the very first
day- just doing her duty ( ?) and
picking up a bit of school "larnin's" here and there.
She snuck up on me. But 1-tfter
dropping my notebook with a
bang and interrupting lectures in
two classes an d having my pen
r un out of in!{ three times and all
in the same day, I knew •F.-G. was
about, and sur e enough, when I
listened that special way, ther e
she was, sitting on the end of my
pen with ink all over her green
dress and an impish grin on her
face.
"Heavenly clays- it's you." I
hoped I sounded friendlier t han I
felt. One discovers sooner or later
it is the best policy to keep on t he
friendly side of gremlins- especially little girl gremlins in green
dresses.
"What do you mean, 'Heavenly
days it's me?' Of .course it's me.
That's obvious." I could see we
were going· lu gel places fast. "I
only neant I was s urprised to see
you. ! f has been quite SDm e -nmesince-"
"What makes you think so?"
I tried desperately to control
myself. After all, not everyone
has the power that I have to see
gremlins, and my puzzled classmates wer e s t aring at t he end of
my fountain pen and shaking
their :1eads. I r ealized I had spoker. aloud.
1Flipper ty
held her repulsive
sides and howled hysterically.
"I hope you croak," I said
silently.
"Frogs cr oak. I'm a gremlin."
I almost jumped out of my seat
This little imp could even read
my though ts. Why, of course,
last year she gave me some marvelous information a bout what
people were t hinking. I remembered then. "Cr oak or not- you
were my star r epor ter once."
"Aha, and what I couldn't tell
you EOW."
LIFE HISTORY OF A JOKE
Birth: ·Freshman thinks up a
jo~e in s tudy, chucltles mirt hfully,
waking up two seniors in back
row.
Age:· five minutes~ Freshman
tells it to senior who says, "I've
heard it before."
Age: one week: Senior turns
it in to the E ditor as his own who
thinks that confidentally ... Well,
you !mow what !
Age: three months: Editor has
to fill up space, prints joke, crediting it to school pa per.
Ag·e: 10 y,ears: "College Humor" prints joke as original.
.
Age : 50 years: Seventy-fiv,~ n dio comedians (?) simultaneously discover the jolte and relate it
amid howls of mirth from the orchestra ($5 a howl).
Age: 100 years: Teacher begins
to tell t his joke in class.
- Ilyde P a rk Weekly.

The La Salle Collegian offered
this smile pr ovokin' topic .. .
Women's faults are m any .. .
Men have only two . . .
Everything tehy say,
'n everything they do!

I watched h er slide down my
pen to t he point, then flop gayly
on to my not ebook. She rubbed
her hands on the paper, leaving a
s mudgy trail.
She stopped and quirl,ed her
h ead to one side. "l .could tell you
somthing if you wanted to lmow."
I blotted the ink spots silently,
hoping if my plan failed, she
wouldn't know I was also trying
to blot her out.
"And don't you think you don't
need some news, either." She
pulled herself out from under the
edge of the blotter and s hook her
skirts.
A failure at 20, I r esigned myself t o my horrible fate. "0. K.,
F .-G., give."
Now s he was coy .
"vVell, maybe."
"Oh, really," I sighed, "this is
too much."
"T al,e POLLY PERCIVAL for
instance."
My ears pr ick ed up- I hadn't
heard anything about Polly, but
leave it up to Flipperty.
"She is going t o have a visitor
soon. A lieutenant in the Air
Cor ps. She's been writing to h im
all this year ."
"How unusual." I didn't mean
to sound sarcastic, but after all,
at leas t 494 of the 495 girls at L.
C. have been writing to someone
all t his year .
"And she's never even seen
him ."
"Punch line. Flip I'll call you
from now on." I t ried to sound
cas ual- Hmmm-here was a differ ent angle to the story.
"And", continued F .-G., "EI·
LE EN MURPHY has Phalam's
navigator wings. Another fast
worker . But I won't go into detail."

"Take it easy. Wait until I take
-rhts 'down. - r ve !f6l '"to- t:ake- notes
on the lecture now.
"Well, if you don't want to listen-"
"Oh, it isn't t hat." F ool. I
kicked myself. Now she'd get
stuborn and wouldn't work for
me.
, The little ink-spotted gremlin
spread her wings and stuck her
nose in the air.
"I can take my news elsewhere." And she shot away muttering something a bout JAYNE
MANN'S commuting- roommate
and going to see Bill two week•
ends in succession and something
I couldn't understand.
I've waited and waited. but she
just won't come back. So life is
becoming dull and I'm getting
to class on time, a neat notebook
and having the bobby pins stay in
my h air at nigh t. If you sense
her around, give her a shove my
way.
-Nuff said**

FROM THE OFF~CE
OF THE DEAN
-The-

-

Junior English examination will be given April 12, f r om
4 to 6 o'clock in Room 225, Roemer. This examination is open to
an members of the Junior Class.
DR. ALICE GIPSON

Home Ee. Girls Dye
Eggs For Children
The H ome Ee. girls played Easter Bunny when they dyed 12 dozen eggs for t he children of the
Markham Memorial in St. Louis.
Last week the eggs wer e displayed in Roemer Hall. There w0re
ducks, chick ens and rabbits nestling in the grass of the. table arrangement and eggs with flowers
and pictures sketched on them.
He: "May I kiss you?"
She : "Heavens another amatetir."- Pantograph.
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THE LINDEN BARK LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
THE FAUVES

By Eileen Murphy
In 1905 there emerged at the
Salon d' Automne the beginning
of a new area in the development of modern art. From 1901 to
1905 a group of the most original
artists of France banded together
for the betterment of art by assembling the experiments of half
a century. It was their idea to
demonstrate, through group organization and showing, that they
had discovered a new way of
painting.
To the people who viewed the
exhibit of the Salon d' Automne
the names of the painters were
not familiar; for it included the
works of Henri Matisse, Andre
Derain, Maurice de Vlaminick,
Georges Roualt, Albert Marquet,
and Raoul Dufy. However, the
public soon bestowed the collective name of the "Fauves", the
wild beasts, upon them. Their
room of paintings at the Grand
Palias became known as the
"cage o.f fauves".
I think t his show of the .rauves
in 1905 must have aroused much
the same commotion in the art
world as did the Amcriean
Armory Show of 1913. The cr'itics seemed to think that the last
semblances of propriety, correct
drawing, a nd sane colouring had
departed from the works of these
young m oderns. Indeed, the critics heaped more criticism upon
the .fauves than upon their predecessors- Zezanne, Seeurat, and
Van Gogh. Whereas there h ad
been a quality of harmonious coloring in the works of the Postimpressionists that had found
favor, the flaming atrocities of
Derain and Vlaminnck found only
adverse criticism.
Although the fauves were united in idea they differed in style.
;for certainly a person would see
no similarity betweeH U1e decorative paintings of Matisse and
Dufy and the highly simplified,
heavily painted works of Vlaminick, Derain ,and Roualt. However,
they were all experimenting in
"rhythmic fields central to modernism". Very early they 1 ejected
both impressions and neo-impl'f5·
sionism. As time went by it became quite evident that the motivating influence bchinct their
,searching was the ~xa'."!lple i.,et by
Cezanne, although 1 sc-rious'y
doubt if Cezanne woud have liked
being called the father of the
modern art which they typify.
Henri Matisse has been called
the chief of the fauves. He was
·the f irst o.f that group of artis ts
who were influenced by and developed from the leadership of
Cezanne, Gaugin, and Van Gogh.
For ten years he was an offi.
cial copyist in the Louvre. Then
slowly, and with c;ci1v1ary caution,
he moved towards radicalism;
suddenly, in 1905, he came forth
as chief of the fauves.
Matisse was once told that he
-drew like a five-year-old child; he
repHed to this that he tried to see
things with the clearness and
.simplicity of a child. Really, he
shocks his audience, not because
he lmows too little, bu t because
he knows too much. It is not that
h e could not draw, but he had
learned ,:xactly how much drawing was worth. He was almost too
logical. His early pictures seem
not to be a n emotion r emembered
in peace, but an emo:i'in reconstructed iri logical actii.vty.
In Modern French Painters,
GordO!l r;,ates:
"Matisse was the lea:Jer of a
.school which distrusted its own
ability. It realized painfully how
extreme brilliance too often is but
reflected light, as in a diamond,
not evidence of real internal fire.
To get at those qualities of the
first order, which lie within itself,
it ruthlessly tramples upon qualities of the second order, which
alone would ha ve been sufficient
to gain .ror it rewa rd as an academic painter. To keep alive the
1

spirit it modifies the flesh."
Maitsse's greatest personal gi.ft
i s his use of color. He uses the
same kind of color as do other
artists, but his results are quite
diUerent. He combines a quality
of unexpectedness o:f color with
variety. For example in "The
Young Sailor", the boy wears a
bright blue sweater, brilliant
green trousers, his eyes and eyebrows are the sam e green, one
lip is gr een-the other red. He
sits on a reel .c ha ir, painted
against a pink background. However, this seemingly odd use of
color does not irritate one's
senses . . . . indeed the effect is
quite pleasant.
Maitsse wrote: "Expression to
me is the art of arranging in a
decorative manner the various elements used by the painters-the
place occupied by the figures, the
empty spaces around them, the
proportions. Everything t hat has
no utility is harmful for the reason that every s uperfluous detail
will occupy, in the mind of the
spectator, the place o.r some other
detail which is essential."
Then, a ccording to Matisse's
own definition, his art is an art
in which size, proportion, and
color as seen by the ,eye are not
important; t he importance lies in
the way the painter treats the objects. His is an art in which there
are unusual surface treatments, a
definite Orienta l flavor, and a
most original use of color ... "in
a word, a sensuous vision enci'osed within the boundaries of
pure design."
Georges Roualt is more or less
the isolationist among the fauves.
Through my reading, I gather
that Roualt by his own individual
art could have aroused as much
controversy as Matisse and could
have exerted as much influence,
but he chose to go his own way
qt:ietly, withr:ut fanfare or ac(•lam::ition.
- Rouan~ aaopteahis particular
style of painting early in his
career. The influence of his early
experience as a designer of stained glass windows is very evident.
From this he drew "certain elements of simplification, strength,
and colorfulness."
He has completed his art so
fully that one cannot develop
from him .. . . but merely has to
de Roualt over again. He is unlike Matisse, for whom decoration
was enough ; Roualt wished his
pictures to be more or less prophetic. He wanted to present his
clowns, dancers, pros titutes, and
judges in a different light from
Lautrec and Degas.
Roualt's coloring is deeply
clouded yet seems to glow with
some inner light. His pictures
haYe "the illumination of tramparencies", and he separates his
color with broad lines that g ive
much the sam e effect as the lead
settings of stained glass.
T he methods of expression used
by Roualt are merely the natural
result of what he wishes to express. In Art in the Western
World, Robb and Garrison state :
"There have been few m ystics in
modern art who so surely reach
into the verities of life as he."
Roualt was fun damentally a romantic-realist; he aimed above all
at psychological effect and drama.
The art of Andre Derain is
truly French. He was one of the
most learned of the fauves. Indeed som e critics think that he
has been oppressed by too much
knowledge. Although he came
under various influences, he declined to follow any particular
one, but developed his own style
or styles, for it seems that he has
achieved success in various fields.
This i ~ the normal development of
the classical tradition modified
first by the influence of Sezanne
and then by his own personal
ideas.
In his painting Derain denies
the mituralistic element even
more than Cezanne. Anotlier
characteristic of his work is his
use of color- his greyed greens,
ear thy r eds. siennas, and iron

greys. His restricted use of color
was not because of lack o.r skill
but by choice. And this restraint
produced some strange and delightful effects.
Derain's work is :full of a sort
of vitality. He very clearly sets
down what he believes to be important,
discarding
anything
which might detract from the
preception of his a ims.
Maurice de Vlaminick was the
most passoniate painter of the
fauves. H e based his art on "excited handling and vivid coloring." There seemed to be some
violent force which drove his
brush. Although t heir techniques
are very different, there seems to
be quite a similarity between
Vlaminick and Von Gogh. There
is th e same excited handling, and
the same intense coloring.
A p icture of Vlaminick's is not
a "moment of emotion recorded
in tranquillity", but rather a "momen t of emotion recorded within
its duration." A state of being is
recorded within his pictures. Although they may vary in intens ity as his emotio:is vary, Vlaminick is essentially the same at an
times. Early in his career, he
started painting rich, appealing
landscapes in his own inimitable
style- a style from which he
never chose to escape. Naturally
there is a certain !'epetition which
tends to become monotonous if
too m any of his works are viewed
at one time, however there is a
certain spontaneousness about
his work that is always unexpected.
Vlaminick's painting is so very
personal that it cannot have
much effect on f uture works, although his inovations have had a
thou gh his innovations have had
a definite effect on the art of toRaoul Dufy and Albert Marquet
are two other pa inters who were
members oI the original .fauve
group. Although they were not
des.tilled..:ta...r.each thC' Jleights- at-tained by Matisse, Roualt, Vlaminick, a nd Derain, they each have
been successful in their own limited field.
Dufy was influenced by Matisse, but he developed his own
particular decorative m ethod. His
style is somewhat child-like . . .
drawings overlaid with p a tches of
pure color. Lately some of his
drawings have appeared in magazines such as Vogue and Harper's
and are quite refreshing.
Albert Marquet, according to
Sheldon Cheyny .failed to "add up
to form-expression in the modern
meaning." In fact, he went back
to one impressionism and a sort
of "posteresque realism".
By 1920 the fauves had split up
and were often in disagreement
with one another. However, the
school is not considered to have
failed. Indeed, it had done its
work well for it had broken down
the cons~rvative barriers. As
Shelon Cheney says: 'it had given
body to modernism."
There could be no better sumrnary written, I believe, than the
ld
Chen . "The
one bY She on
ey ·
Iauves, in summary, served mod: rn art doubly. They_ affected the
~ocus of the re:,rol~tionary eff?rt
m 1905, consoltdatmg the gams
~ade by .formei:l)'. separated a nd
lmely . rebels, givmg body to . a
s chool, and! about 1910, they d_1spe~sed _the1.r ~embers a nd 111•
~p1red, m the hght ?f a general1zed modern doctrine, the researches and achi\'e~ents of a
dozen rela ted but divergent experimental painting groups."
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THE A DVANTAGE OF HAVING

ONE RADIO

By Betty Miller
"But, Daddy, tonight's the night
that Glenn Miller comes on, and
I've got to hear him."
"I can't h elp it. That commentator comes on at the same time
and I can't miss the broadcast.
Ho's about the best one I know of
on foreign affairs. You'll have to
listen to 'what-ever-his-name-is'
some other night."
"Bu t, Daddy. He broadcasts on
certain nights only. You can listen to that old commentator any
time."
But, as usual, Daddy \vins, so I
go off in a corner and s ulk while
he listens to news about the :war,
a subject which I am usually interested in, but not when Glenn
Miller is on. Oh, what a liie, I'm
thinl<ing, when I see Mother slip
ing and push a button which
changes the station to a program
of recipes.
"What in the world are you doing???" yelled Daddy, jumping
up from his chair. "Can't you see
I'm listening to that man?"
"But wait, this will last only
thirty minutes and then you can
lis ten to your news broadcast,"
says Mother, contentedly settling
down in a deep, soft armchair
and listening as her program begins.
"To-night, we are going to learn
how to make coca cream cake,"
droned the voice on the radio.
"You will love its full, rich, chocolate flavor.
Listen closely,
now. Here we go. Our ingredients
arc : 2/3 cup lard, 1 teaspoon salt.
1 teaspoon v,:rnilla,..and" -- - · click
· · · · · "Allied bombers. They are
now battering at Berlin by day as
well as night."
"Frank, I thought I told you i
had to listen to that. I'm having
the bridge club over tomorrow
and I want to make a cake lil<e
that."
"I'm sorry, but I got to this
radio first a~d I'm going to listen
to the stati~n I want,'' spoke
Daddy, very firmly.
"Germany reports extrem~ly
bad weather alo~:5 the '_Vhole lme
of _ba~~le t~dar, continued the
r_ad10, and md1c~ted tha!, the _Al)Ies we1:e - • . . chc~ . . . . addmg
eggs, sm_g~y, ,?eatmg well after
ea~h add1~1on.
. Mary: 1f 7ou ~hange that st~;
tJOn agam, I m gom g to get mad,
ye:,led Dad~Y.
I hav~ Just as much right to
that radio a~ you do, Frank
Adams, and I mtend to hear h ow
to make that ca_ke," Moth~r
stated calrnlr, dX:awmg her_ chair
closer and hstenmg more m.tent-

IT HAPPENED TO ME

By Virginia Moehlenkamp
All this year-month after
month, day after day- I've heard
wonderful accounts, .Crom one
source and another, of love at
first sight. I, however, have always been on the receiving end of
these stirring accounts. Never
have I held that position which
every college girl craves; never
have I been able to unfold my
tale of conquest.
I've sat in dormitory rooms, at
soda counters, in hotel lobbies
and theaters listening to one girl
after another give a "blow by
blow" description of h er greatest
thrill. Inwardly I've wondered always how such things could happ en. I m ust admit I've thought
m any times to m yself, "This is all
nonsense. What girls won't do
just to have an opportuni ty to
hear themselves talk!" And even
though m y conversations with
myself have been convincing, not
one of my private tete-a-tetes
h ave been convincing enough to
remove that little spot of envy
that has settled on my heart.
Several weeks ago the president of the D. A. R. chapter in DeWitt called me up. She asked in
a voice dripping with juicy sweetness if I would care to attend a
tea the nineteenth of this month
(which was yesterday) to which
twenty-five young Naval Cadets
had been invited. I had been to
one tea given by the D. A. R., and
I vowed that it was to be the last
one.
Now as I thinlc back upon th3.t
day. I wonder what prompted me
to accept.. I had no premonition
of. what w as to come- I've never
laid claims to being psychic. At
any rate, I did say yes, and I'm
thanking my lucky stars I did."
The day arrived, and in all phy•
sical aspects it was (or seen1ed Lo

be) just 7ike the day before. At
three I slowly took a bath (using
my new Bubbly-Wubbly Bubble
Bath soap); and by four, I was
practically ready to set out upon
a venture I was su re would be
boring . I thrust my hand into the
depths of my closet and snatched
a dress at random. Again fate
g uided me, for t he dress was a
light blue linen and most becoming. Allowing myself fifteen minutes to slap some make-up on and
give my h air a lick and a prom•
ise, I sat down for five minutes to
reprimand myself for ev::lr accepting the invitation.
When I arrived, I walk ed up
the steos and onto the wide veranda. On the onposite sine near
the table with the cookies and
orange .iuice I saw him. He looked up and smiled-and then it
h appened to me.
MECHANICAL JOE

By J ean K reigh

Just give it to me,'' he said, "I
.
Blend lard, salt, " and "'.amlla. can fix it, or any other typeAdd sugar gradually . . . click ... writer." This was Joe speaking;
"almost to the suburbs of the he had been with us only a short
Italian capital."
time, and I. having no e xperience
"That's the last straw, •Frank with his mending talents, h anded
Adams. I just won't listen to the my machine over without a murrest. I can't get a thing out of it mur. He rushed gleefully to his
this way, a nyhow. J ust for that, workshop, and came back immeI'll buy a recipe and make that diately, without the typewriter.
cake if it kills m e. But don't
Here, he said, presenting me
think you'll get any of it, because with a pen-and-pencil set. 'Use
you certainly won't."
these. You don't w ant a clumsy
Mother stalked haughtily from old typewriter." He paused for
the room.
a momen t and then said, "Now,
"Well there's no use listening have you any more things to be
to the 'broadcast now," Father , fixed?" Bewildered. I replied that
"I've m issed the m ain part and I had not, and h e w ent tripping
it doesn't last much longer, any- to his basement workshop. A few
way. It seems as if a person can't days la ter I found the typewriter;
even listen to his own radio pro- it was in the basement pushed behind a rubbish heap-brutally
gram any more."
W ith this, he too, stomped dis- murdered. Death had been caused
by a blunt instrument.
gustedly out of the room.
I should have recni:mized this ~•s
I ouickly ran over to the radio.
switched the station to Glenn an omen and politely declined
Miller's program, and settled Joe's help even thou gh his renair
contendedl:v in a deep, soft arm- work was free. Several davs later
chair. As I listened to the strains a fter I had put aside the incident
of that sweet music, I found my- o.f the typewriter, Joe approached
self thinking. "This life isn't so me with offers to fix my radio; I
('Con tinued on page 4)
bad after all."

Jy.,.
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Wide V ariety In These Selections From Student Writers
(Continued Crom page 3)
was elated. I should have known
better, when I saw that among
the repair tools were a harnm~r
and a cold chisel, but I was inexperienced. I could hear him working, whistling as he employed the
hammer and cold chisel. The
whistling grew louder, and the
pounding heavier, and then-and
then, there was a ghastly smash.
Too late I realized that my radio
had breathed its last.
Joe came upstairs with a smile
on his face and a package un der
his arm. "The tubes arc a litt)c
loose," he explained. "I've brought
you some records. You'll get
much more good out of them
than out of a radio."
"Thanks awfully," I said vaguely.
"Oh , think nothing of it," he
said. "Any time I can help - - - ·"
At once I thought of what had
happened to my typewriter and
decided to see what was the fate
of my radio. I went to the rubbish pile where my typewriter
had last been seen, and in its
place was the framework of my
radio-stabbed through the back
with a cold chisel.
Joe was a problem with us. We
were going to have to refuse his
"fixing ability," but the U. S .
Army took care of that. He was
soon in the m echanized unit at
Fort Sheridan. We didn't hear
a nything for about two weeks;
then one morning we got a letter
from the government. Joe, who
had overhauled all the tanks, had
been shot as a spy. It seems that
of his division - - • • .
IT IS A L L SO RIDICULOUS

By J. A. H ulso:n
It is customary to wear your
best clothes to most social occasions. By that I mean a dress,
u hut, u pail" of pumps, hose anil
- gloves. On most women all this
attire looks exceedingly becoming
and .flattering. On me it looks as
I feel - - -tortured. I will admit
that once in a great while, when
I happen to feel beautiful, I can
get all dressed up and be in my
glory. However, those times are
few and far between.
I'm a wash-out in black dresses.
I envy women who can wear
them. It's not only the color that
I clon't like; it's the style or the
dresses as well. Tight, slinky
skirts are my ruination. If anyone should yell "Fire", I'd be
burned alive. You can no more
walk or run in those skir ts than
in shackles.
Shoes arc another thing that
drives me to distraction. As I'm
flat-footed, I can't wear low-heeled shoes and still have my legs
look like anything, so I wear high
heels. When I don' t think about
them, I can walk and be perfectly
at case, but should I try to act
dignified or spohisticated, something happens. I've nearly permanently injured myself at such
times. One time in particular
stands out all too clearly in my
mind. I was going to meet a
blind date. He was standing at
the bottom of a .flight of stairs,
and as I approached the stairs I
thought "Oh, oh, I've got to make
a good impression." I started
<lawn the stairs • - · tripped, and
!anded at his Ieet. I made an
impression all right but not the
right kind.
RealJy, don't you think the way
women dress is absurd"? I've
thought about it a Jot. Clothes
were meant, in the first place, to
keep one warm. Well, when I
think of that and then look at the
women of today, I wonder what
happened. Anyone will have to
admit that silk hose certainly are
not warm, and yet because they
arc pretty a nd flattering, women
have worn them for centuries.
My opinion is that clothing today
is more for beauty than for
warmth, comfort and protection.
A hat is one article that drives
me mad. I like a strong, durable
feH hat that ( can be worn) in the

rain and will still hold its shape. superintendent was also known ned for the next water-gun fight in others. Seldom does one find a
But when it · comes to "dress by such names as "Baldy" and against over-si:.:ed, sandy-haired more beautiful passage than,
Pete ,eard and his gang.
clothes", a felt hat is out of the uc. M.".
If it is
Like his forefathers before him
question. A "dress hat", in my
(b) Prlncipal--a creature even
Billy
Bob
was
crea
tive
and
scl.1:estimation, is either a smattering more frightening than the super"An enemy of the s un, who has
of nothing with a iroth of veiling intendent. She collected absence reliant; all this the modern eduso stolen
that you slap over one eye, or a excuses and incurred much dis• cation helped to draw out fa.:;ti>r
Power from a bumt star ro do
"picture hat" that looks lil,c a like because of her skill in detect· and bring forward quicker than
this work.
tent. Now both of these hats are ing forgeries. It was rumored in "Grandpa's day." His dream
Let the bleak essence of the
very becoming, the first especial- that this woman toured the coun- castles were as much a part of
utter cold
ly, because it is .feminine. But I tt-y on a broomstick, but this was this as any thing else. Some u::.y
Beyond the last gleam of tha
he would be something-mayoe
still don't like them. After an never proved.
most outpost light,
not a big influential man as he
hour of wearing the small hat
<c) Study hall- a period of
Freeze in his veins forever.''
over my eye, a terrible headache forty minutes spent in flirting, said, but one who would lay founkeeps me in m isery .for three whispering, flirting, going to the dations for a home of hi.;; own on one more lilting than
hours. The big picture hat is just library (to flirt), passing notes, s uch firm, concrete ideas of
"Strike up, strike up for the
as bad but in another sense. The sharpening pencils, and flirting. American boy'hood.
April moon
brim is so big and wide that Studying was permitted and even
And
the rain on the lilac
whenever I try to talk to someone encouraged, but the student body
A Review of Stephen Vincent
spray!"
I usually poke his eye out. This never adopted this practice.
Benet's
style of hat is also great fun on
one more final than
fd) Date- It is a matter of
JOHN BROWN 'S BODY
a windy day.
controversy whether this custom
By Mary Lucile Blount
"This is the dark hour,
Dress gloves, on the other hand, 11.ctually existed or is just a leThis
is t:he ebb tide,
a re entirely unnecessary because gend.
Many of the· leading
The author states plainly and
This is the sunset,
they don't keep your hands warm, scholars are turning to the latter clearly the objective which he
This is the defeat."
they fit too tight and cut off the belief, but some insist that they hopes to attain in his attempted
circulation to your little finger, actually remember having dates, epi.c, "John Brown's Body." He or one m ore .full of contrast t han
and they are too easily Jost or left which were some kind of social declares to the reader that his
behind.
"Under the brittle leaves
purpose is to present a cyclo•
engagement.
No, when it comes to clothes,
the sail was alive,
rama, centered around the Civil
warm, durable jodphurs or big
But stripped for battle too,
War. A panorama is defined as
wooly mittens, so.ft, bulky sweatAN Al.\'IERICAN'S BOY
for the unending
"a series of large pictures arBy Jo Lea Horton
ers, and helpless mocossins are
Battle with winter 'till
ranged to unroll and pass before
my !avorites. I g uess because
the spring is born
the spectator." A cyclorama is "a
was reared a tomboy, lace and
Billy Bob Grimes loved to walk panena:na on the interior of a
Like a green leaf uncurling,
frills have no special appeal to under the downtown awnings on battle field, or the like, appearing
so slightly, so gently,
me. but my common sense helps his tip toes and let the scalloped as in t he natural perspective, the
Out of the husk of ice and the.~ lf\t. I know most r.ieopl"' ,.,;\J. edges bump against his straight spectator standing in the center."
black and white snows."
say, "Pooh, she's just eccentric." brown hair. It helped him in be- The main action tak;es place on
There are some passages, how'iut they will have to admit that lieving that he was growing tall the various battlefields of the
1 have spoken a few truths.
like his dad who could stand on a Civil War. The spectator, then, is ever, that have no charm at all,
foot stool and touch the highest standing in the .center, V'iewing and seem quite crudely stated,
object in the house- the entrance the action. As time goes on, the such as
OUTLINE OF IllGH
HIGH SCHOOL DAYS hall light.
fighting shifts from north to
"So he wrapped his .child in the
He would never cry when he south, and east to west in a cirdead girl's shawl
Prepared in the nature of a Hu- fell down or got hit; instead he cle; the turn of events intending
And sent her politely to
manities Assignment.
would grit his teeth and pitch in to carry the readers' interest from
Uncle Paul,
harder than ever. "Only sissies one scene to another as smoothly
With a black edged note fuU of
By Nancy Johnston
cry, and by-golly I'm no sissy." as if it were shown on the screen.
grief and scruples
On the other hand he li!{ed to sit T he pictures, oI cou rse, are 1yr:ic
And half the money he owed
1. Contrast life during High at the piano and pick out p ieces
his pupils."
school with that of grade school. or use his stubby fingers for ones., but many are as vivid and
Grade school cays were charnc- drawing pictures on the margin exciting as a western movie. By and
terized by studies, c,onstant asso- of all h is papers. It was not so words the a uthor gives us a deep
"The tag line found him too
ciation with my girl .friends, and much caricatures o! the tea.chers insight into the lives of the
tired to dread it,
heroes, and reveals to us as 110
a cool disregard for the breaking as it was sketches of airplane·s; picture
And he died as he lived,
can, the depth of characheart of one of my classmates plans and more plans formulated
with an air, on credlt."
ter, the immense struggle and
who was in love with me.
and built in his mind. That was
High school days were quite going to be his future. He was the humbleness and dependence
The order is a little confusing,
upon a Greater Being, of the men
the opposite-the distinguishing going to be an airplane designer; upon whose shoulders something for Benet skips .from one scene to
.features
being studies, girl he had decided that when he was of the outcome of th is terrible another with no warning. The
friends, and the breal<ing of my just a little tyke- all o.f five struggle w hich was to determine abruptness of the changes makes
own heart. This occurred not years..
whether our Union should Jive the book seem a little unpolished,
once but many times, and had I
and, in places, too involved to be
Billy Bob liked to remember his Ot• die.
not been liberally equipped with last birthday. Mother and Daddy
Step-hen Vincent Benet has given interesting. One gets accustomed
the blue of youth, I fear the and Suzie were standing around lo America one of her few epical to his style later on in the story,
pieces could never have been the table in the comfortable din- poems. If it does not compare when the characters have become
firmly stucl, together again.
ing room smiling and singing in continuity of thought with familiar, but, for the .first three
2. When did high school life "Happy Birthday" to him. The those so familiar to us, if it or four chapters, it is quite bebegin?
cake was decorated in green and lacks the thrilling suspense of wildering to the reader. A word
My high school life began at pink; there were ten green can- 'l'h e Odyssey, or if the wordi:ig is or two, used as connectives,
the tender, innocent age o.f twelve dles and green letters that spelt not so powerful and effective as would tend to unify the subplot
a nd that word innocent .cannot be "Happy Birthday, Billy Bob." As that of Par acli.se Lost, the author and make the story much easier
stressed too much. When I first he had told the boys, "Gee, whiz, has still, to a degree, been suc- and fastei· reading.
entered the door of P. C. H . S. fellows there was even pink frost- cessful, for he hoped, even
His battle scenes are blurred
on official business my face was in'. My mom's the best cook in though his epic should fail, to with too much description. For
covered with freckles and inno- the world."
show the way to another who instance, the site of the Battle of
cence, not with the pancake makeWhile playing marbles he'd might be more successful than Gettysburg would have been
up and streaks of mascara by stick his tongue out of the corner he. He has most certainly quite t'lear, had he given only the
which my friends now recognize of his mouth as if it helped to proved that America does not first fw pointers, but he prome. At that time I had not at- place the marble on the right lack a theme for such a work; ceeded to explain in detail, thus
tained my present Amazon-like path; just as the smudge oi dirt that tl:e Civil War has affected baffling the reader who might
stature. Little girls did not look stuck on the end of his freckled the whole world, and that its not have the ability to separate
at me a nd run home screaming, pug nose helped.
thrills. t~:-~ors, trials, and trihu- the important facts from the sub"I won't take any more vitamins."
His shoes invariably had the lations pr~y· '~ a theme as fascin• ordinate details.
I actually wore a size four shoe.
toes scuffed out of them; the rea- ating an( ·,-''1ping as that in any
He gives impressions o.f various
3. Characterize high school son for that was that when ever epic evet· w:·itten.
people without explaining their
days.
he walked any where he would
He has s ucceeded only to a de- origin. For example, without preHigh school days were charac- pick out a stone and kick il out gree, however, in prescntin.~ a paring the reader for the appearterized by constant war.fare and in front oi him all the way to his complete cyclaroma. He shows ance of another character in the
rebellion. Many a ttempts were destination. His mother therefore, prejudice in his portrayal of the story, he presents a picture of
made by the students to over- would never let him wear his generals by using subtle remarks, Judith Henry, and relates in dethrow the cruel, despotic teachers. good shoes except on special oc- some flattering, some quite de- tail, her thoughts and emotions
The faculty took advantage oi its casions and to Sunday school.
grading, to invoke the rectdcr's without telling us her connection
position to demand h1>avy work
Some boys build caves, oth ers admiration or resentment for the with the story.
from the students and to ievy build shacks and form clubs, but men whom h e is represnting. He
Benet emphasizes a few rela taxes ,usually in the Iorm of band Billy Bob and two of his pals, has tried to be impartial, I believe
tively unimporta nt events, and
and typing .fees. Members of the Jimmy Fields and Hall Malt, con- but for the most part his un- slights some very important ones.
governed class participated in structed a tree house in the cor- compli:nentary remarks are di- I feel that too much emphasis
many skirmish es among them- ner Sycamore in the side lot n ext rected toward the northern 1;nen was placed ·on the beginning batselves. I was kept very busy in to Billy Bob's house. They built and their tactics. Grant, it is my tles, and not enough on the final
attacking the girl whose boy it o.f used lumber, and even had opinion, is exposed to more criti- defeat a nd complete surrender o.f
friend appealed to m e and defend- a roof for it. As the tree had a cism than he deserves. Benet told
ing my rights against the girl gentle incline, it was easy to in one place of how Grant's fath- L ee to Grant at Appomattos.
The Batttle o.f Gettysburg was
who appealed to my boy friend.
scramble up the hand-made lad- er, Jesse Grant, tried to wa:1gle
4. Define the t,erms sup erin- der steps to the private habitation a contract "for army harness" f,~r well handled. It was clear in
dent. 1wincipal, stmly hall, date. of theirs. That was the place his son, and in another instance most details, and many scenes
(a) Superintendent-a fright- where t hey did all their dream- he said that McDowell might not were vivid.
The inset called "The Shrine of
ening creature who usually re- castle building. Here they made have done quite so well in a cermained in his office, but who .fortunes, drove big block-Jong tain difficult situation as Grant Gettys burg" Is, in my estimation
possessed an uncanny skill Ior Cadillacs, owned cattle ranches in would have done, but that Mc- however, as out of place in this
turning- up at the wrong time. Texas and became influential Dowell was "nobody's fool", and story as to u se a homely illustration, an elephant in a doll house,
Example: the time we were tak- men of America, maybe presi- McDowell "saved his m ..n."
ing the office door off its hinges dents. This house h eld the secrets
Benet's wording is excellent in for, in the midst of one of the
so it would fall on his head. The of their schemes which they plan- some pas<;ages, but less eloquent
(Continued on page 5)
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( Continued from page 4)
most vivid battle scenes of the
war, the a uthor depicts a family
picnic, with fried chicken to eat.
Not only is the train of thought
broken, but also the time setting
is changed for the only time in
the entire. worlc This causes a
very serious discard, because, after reading it, one loses the pit ch,
the seriousness, that he has
worked toward from t he beginning of the book.
The character study is most
unpredictable in that some of the
characters are painted so clearly
that one feels that he knows the
person, while others are so entirely differen t from any one who
might read such a book, that it
"is almost impossible to understand their motives or their actions.
The protrayal of Robert E. Lee
is, I believe, the most magnificent, the most truly human, I
have ever read. Benet says tha t
he had three sen s, one who worked a gun with the Rockbridge
Ba.ttery, and tvvo who were cavalry generals. He described him
as having a broad forehead, deep
eyes, straight nose, sweet m outh,
firm lip, and clearly set head. He
was loved and idolized, took h is
burdens and bore them well, believed in God, yet did not preach
, t oo much. He believed in following duty, was great in victory
and in defeat, was always himself. H e was kind, but not disobeyed, was a good father, loving
husband, ideal friend. He had
some humor and played mild
jokes, did not seek intimates, yet
drew men to him, did not seek
- fame, yet did not protest against
..J R
The author stresses the fact
that he knew sorrow a nd lone1.iness, but was not embi tter ed by
them. One of Lee's soldiers said
of him. "General Lee is a phenomenon. He is the only m an that
I would follow blindfold." Jack-

son s tated, "I have never seen a northen aristocracy. Those
such a fine looking creature," whom he has chosen to represent
and "Better ten J acksons should the North are of a very common
die than one Lee." The picture type, and not of the higher class,
Benet painted of General Lee, sit- as are the Wingates. The story
ting in his tent, silhoueted against of Jack Ellyat in no way represteh light of his lamp, is so breath- ents the whole of the northern
taking and beautiful that one is populace. The North had an arl;:,thrilled by the direct simplicity of tocracy also, one as noble and
the words.
decorious, if not as picturesque,
There is no such portrayal of as that of the South. If, however,
a northern general.
Instead, Benet chose to show only one
Benet takes for his representative family of wealth and means. he
character, Abraham Lincoln, the should have portrayed one Nort!1President o.f the Union. This ern family that was good, i:1tellicharacterization also is effective, gent, and law abiding. The story
for though h e stated that Lincoln of Jack Ellyat and Melvin Vilas is
was lacking in the social graces interesting, but in no way typical.
and charmi ng manners o.f Lee, he I can see no real reason for the
emphasized the goodness of heart stories of Curly Hatton and Skipwhich endeared him to each and py, as they add to the confusion
every one of the readers. Benet caused by too man:1 characters,
depicted 'him as being a patient and make no real contribution to
man, detcnnined, sad, self-con- the story. The stories of John
scious, ancl always searching for Vilas, Jack Ellyat, and Skippy
somethin g unattainable. He was could have· been omitted, and -in
a strong man, having the power their stead Benet might have
t o m ake a decision and to main- placed the story of a truly Northtain that decision against all ern family.
odds and criticisms. He was deep"John Brown's Body" is a story
ly religious and prayerful, and that grows more effective as one
his prayer moved m e more than studies it and thinks on it. It
any other passage in the book. is difficult to read and underBenet showed how Lincoln await- stand, but, once read, the hidden
ed his opportunity and then took meaning of certain passages
advantage of it, how the preser- come into view, thus opening new
vation of t he Union was his one doors and arches into new and
great aim, a nd how all other different fields of thoughi·. It is
things were secondary to it. It like stepping from a light into a
is Lincoln's prayer that reveals darkened room . At first everyhis true ch aracter, and shows his thing is black, and one gropes
inner self. Perhaps it is because about for something on which to
this portrait comes f rom within hold, but as h e st'lys, ·h e gets acrather than from an onlooker, cus tomed to the dimness, and th e
that it is nearer the heart of the objects in the rooms become
reader.
clearer. After a time, he disThe minor characters are not covers that the outside is viewed
treated so effectively, Benet cre- much m ore easily from a darkenates a feeling of unbalance be- ed room than from one flooded
tween the North and South . The w ith light, and th at the windows
southern characters in the s ub- and arches of that room become
plot ar e strong. a nd of t he gentil- passages into new ways and
ity o.f that section of the country, paths, rath er than dOOl'S ·..vhich
but there is n o s uch portrayal of shut out th e rest of the world

.S pring Has Sprunl---Cuthbert
Writes o J-Girts ancl Easter
Darling Gertie,
Received your Easter present
of an egg. Too bad it wasn't
cooked quite long enough. I took
the box right out anj buried it
where i t will &erve as a convenient booby trap for any J ap that
happens to get within s m elling
distance of it. It was the egg that
odorized, wasn't i t? Or was it
some of your sachet you liberally
.sprinklP in everything :you .send?
N ice to hear a bout all tho.,'c engagements at your school. I'm
enclosing a seed pod from a tropical f lower that resembles a cigar
band. Put that on your finger
and wear it.
So you h ad to s tay on campus
Easter did you? Too bad, but I'll
:tet th;t you got lots of s t udying
<lone. Or am I just being f unny?
It pi·obab1y is very pretty there
:now and you could enjoy the
pleasant beauties of nature that
surround you on every hand.
Oh, say, I meant to tell youand I am. I met a girl t he other
<day who reminded me so much of
you that I almost got hom esick
for you- almost. Of coun:e, there
was a slight c'! ifference. She was
tall a nd you are short, sh,e is dark

and you are light, she is slim and
w illowly and you are- well. pleasingly plump - and un-willO\vly,
she is pretty and you are - • • •
I was interrupted for a little
while. Had to peel potatoes for a
day a nd a half- fortunately.
Wher e was I. Oh yes. I had a
couple o.f dates with h er, j ust
friendly little chats, you know.
I was thinking of you all the
time. You know that.
How those teacher s at your
school must cut up. They are
worse, I guess, th an we wer e
when we were in grade school.
It's a good thing that t here a ren't
m any faculty parties or the poor
Senior Class would be on its last
legs. Your Miss W erndle mus t h0
q uite a card. I guess, though,
that I'd ra ther have an egg than
a great big old box of sawdust.
Well, enough chatter for this
ti me. Let m e hear from you
sometime within the next l unar
month. By the way, there's a
great b ig f ull moon out tonight.
Got t o get out and enjoy it- alone
of cou rse-of course.
Ooodles of lo\"e to my oomph
girl- oomph spelled with a capit 'l l UGH. Pardon m e - - - - .

Alice Marble Talks
Benefits of Athletics
For College Girls

Senior gals have glam our ,
Junior gals have bai t ;
Sophomore gals have wellk nown Ji nes.
Freshman babes have elates.
-Register.

Alice Marble, well-known tennis player, spoke to a delighted
group of Lindenwood girls March
22 at 7 o'clock in Roem er Auditorium .
Miss Marble tall<ed about the
advantages of sufficient rest, a
lot of exercise, wholesome foods
and a good morale for the college
girl of today.
Alice Marble won the wom en's
nation al singles tennis championship four times. S he has now retired from competitive tennis :rnd
is only playi ng benefit games for
the Red Cross and t he armed services.

HAVE YOUR

from his knowledge.
TO THE RESCUE
By Virginia Case

Sonny was slumped in the shin:,,
mahogany boat. His head was
bumping against por t side; his
feet propped up on starboard
side. "Water Pal" was sweeping
up and down with the motion o.f
the white-capped waves, Welldon,
popularly called Sonny, was totally unconcerned about this uncomfortable position because he was
too busy chasing Japs in his
dreams, or should one say night·
m ares?
"Hey, Bloke , wake up."
Son started up with a sudden
yell, "Geepers, you don't have t o
scare a person half- "
"Never mind," interrupted Sergeant Moran of the State Police.
"Get to the wheel of this boat and
start it. I'll pull up anch or. That
scatterbrained Leisha has tipped
over in her sailboat about a mile
out."
"But Sarge, I-"
"Start this boat, now!"
"All right, but you're-"
Sonny's voice was drowned out
by the sound of the motor. With
a sudden start the boat r aced forward. It hi t a wave in a t hir ty degree angle; t he occupants were
left drenched to the very bones.
"What are you doing?" shouted
the Sergant, gaspin g for breath.
"I don't k now. I tried to t ell
you that I've never had the whee"!
alone before. Close your· mouth,
Sarge, before you get a mouthful
of "H.20."
Moran gave Welldon an abrur,t
push and grabbed the wheel. As
it hurried toward the overturned
sailboat, "Pal" boasted a white
mountain spray on each side of
her stern . S he caused m assive
waves which undulated in grim
defiance against the natural motion of H uron. The boat hit the

Students Reve; rn
e RECORDS
Luur.y_of~ Slt- - -- - •- s1tEET-MVSicD1y' on Mart h 30
• GIF TS
St op day. At last L. ,c. students
had a day of r est. As Dr. Gage
walked clown the afale and stepped on the stage various emotions
could be witnessed on the faces
of the student bodv. Then Dr.
Gage announ ced what we had all
been waiting for. Did you ever
hear s uch ch eering and clapping
as followed Dr. Gage as he left
the a uditorium on March 29 ? ?
Cam e the next day- stop dayand its lackadaisical schedule. Up
at 12 o'clock, lunch at 12 :20, t hen
the rest of the afternoon in which
to do what we pleased.
Some went back to bed, others
caught up on the latest gossip or
wrote letters, and a small minority could be found porini; over
their books. Still others spent
their time i n t he great outdoors,
communing with nature, or whatever they do.
A day o.f leisure, peace and rest
does a soul good once in a while.
(At least it helped ours.) The
day following stop day found
everyone entering classes with
energy plus and the dark circles
vanished, along with lessons prepared and a neat appearance. It
does us good to take a day off
once in a w hile; or is that obvious.? A nyway- THANKS, DR.
GAGE ! ! ! ! ! !

BUY
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JEFFERSON STREET

By Patricia Walsh
Sonny Kronenberg's correspondence has reached a drastic point
lately. Her male "pen pal" decided to meet her in person.
Chicago ,vas the place and last
last week-encl was the date.

Donalee broke the all-time record for getting dressed and into
St. Louis when she rushed in to
see Clark, who is awaitin g orders.
Eloise Rowland is in ecstacy
over her star sapphire from J ohnny .

Franny Wiley is back in t he
groove after being in Tulsa.
Jaynn Ma nn is expecting Walt
the week end after Easter.
Eileen Murphy and Dor othy
Heimrod both got wings. Heimrod brought hers back from
Omaha.
Ruth Neef and Jane Bash also
cam'! back from Omaha. That
mus t be a popular place.

HAVE YOUR
CLOTHES CLEANED
F OR SPRING

YE LLOW
CAB

THE LATEST

RECORDINGS
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-at -
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co .

BUSE'S

'l'AI{EN N OW

SOlHETY
GOSSIP a!ld GAB

Bev. Busher-weren' t- yo1hsur- - prised at receiving a telegram
April first ?

...

lVIRE SPRING FLOWERS
TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE

SPRI NG

coming wa ves with s uch for ce
that she could almost see herself
popping bolts right and left.
"There she is, Sarge. Kiltie's
with h er ."
Two pieces of eyes hehelcl a
bedraggled frecl{le-faced, pugnosed Leisha. She r aised a hand
and impishly showed .her bracebound teeth. Sitting next to her
on the overturned boat was a
very wet black Scotty barking excitedly but clinging decidedly to
his companion.
Sonny cut the motor, and the
g irl and puppy swam to the boat.
She handed Kiltie in first; then
she reached out two dripping wet
hands ,so that the two men would
be able to pull her in.
"Hi, Sergeant," choked Leisha.
"How do you like the change of
scenerv?"
" Young lady ,this is definitely
the last jam t hat I'll get you out
of."
"Now, Sarge, you k now"-1.he
motors conveniently started up
with a sudden deafening blast.
Sonny gleamed back at the redfaced patrolman who was covering up his immense relief by a
gust of sputtering.
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Honor Societies Announce
Election of New Members
The honor sororities on the
campus announced their new
members at a convocation on
March 20.
They are:
Alpha S igma Tau:
Caroline Levy, J ane McLean,
Mary Ann Parker, Elizabeth
Tabor, Jean Paulson, Emmo Lou
Hannis, Nancy Nag!, Marion Erlandson, Jo Ann Butters, Frances
Watlington, Patricia Youmans
Wagner and Betty Jean Schroer.
Poetry Society:
Winner of 1943--1944 Poetry
Contest, Phyllis Maxwell, "'.l'h e
Window; Honorable mentions,
Jane
Schmidt,
"Confusion";
Nancy J ohnston, "Gray Scene".
Other m embers: Donna Deffen•
baugh, Margot Overmeyer, Ruby
Wilson, Betty Miller, Barbara
Park, Joan Davie, Marthann
Young and Malie Szilagyi..
Pi Alpha De lta:
Mary Swalley, Jean Baim, Margaret Little, P hyllis Maxwell, Josephine Scott and Mary Reeves.
Associate Me mbers:
Ilildegarde Stanze, W ilmoth
Schaer, Patsy Geary and Mary
Tillman .
Sigma Tau De lta:
· Mary L ucille Blount, Patricia
Conrad, Joan Emons, Marian
Gocllner, Caroline Levy, Ida
•F rancis Lewis, Jane McLean,
Ruthe Meyer, Betty Mille,, Virginia Moehlenkamp, Eileen Murphy, R uth Neef, Carolyn Niedner,
Margot Overmeyer, Mary Ann
Parker, Betty Ann Rouse, Betty
T abor, Carolyn Trimble and Mable Wilkins.
AIJ>ha Psi Omega:
Pat Conrad and Betty Ann
Rouse.
P1 Gamma Mu:

Lynn J ackson, Patricia Youmans Wagner, Marjorie Allen,
Janet Schaefer, Eloise Rowland
and Beverly Wescott.
Bet.a Pi Theta:
Hilma Dodson,. Betty Tabor,
Betty Kilbury, Connie Fuqua, and
Jo Ann Butters.
Mu F1ti Epsilon:
Betty Roark, and Dorothy
Schaeffer.
Al1>ha. Mu Mu:
Polly Percival, Doris Jones,
Jean Lohr, Reva Niemann, Katherine Pemberton, and Lillian Prewitt.
English officer in a fashiona ble
west-end restaurant : "I should
like a porterhouse steak drowned
in mushrooms, scmc delicately
brown toast and plenty oi butter."
Waiter: "Pardon me, sir, arc
you t rying to order or just rcminiscing?"- The Web.
More from Aurora:

"I took her riding - the little
a ngel walked back.
took her skating- the little
ange! rolled back.
I took her boating - the little
angel swam back.
I took her airplane riding- the
little angle!"
McMurray College Greetings
I

TtnE CLUB

CORNER

Sigma Tau Delta held a tea
March 23, in the Library Club
rooms from 4:30 to 6 o'clock. The
purpose o-C the tea was to honor
upperclassmen majoring in English and all Freshmen and Sophomores making S or E in English.
Mrs. Gage and Dr. Gregg, Miss
I saacs and Miss Sibley poured.
Music was provided by 'Marjorie
Phillis and Betty Tabor.

BUY
WAR BONDS
TO-DAY

Kappa Pi:
Ruthe Meye1·, and Eileen Murphy.
Pledges: Mary L ucille
Blount, Yvonne Bates, Alice Hershman, Marilyn Boettcher, and
Jean Tilden.
Triangle Club:
Carol Landberg, Marion Erlandson, Emma Lou Hannis, Carolyn
Hempleman, Jane McLea n, Virg inia Moehlcnkamp, J ean Paulson, H ildegarde Stanze, and Jane
Swalley.
De r De uts che Ve re in:
Carol Landberg, P eggy Kindae,
J oan L ittle, Margaret Humphreys,
Keltan Lang, Sarita S herma;-i,
Ann Jeffries, J ean Walreath, Gail
Willbrand, Alice Misegade, Ruth
Waye, Pat Conrad, and Helen
Horvath.
El Circulo Espanol:
Beverly Busher, Ruth Stevenson, Mary Ross McFaddin, Genevieve Brauer, Mary Blount, Bette
Loerke, Margery Marshall, J ad<ie Rock, Emily Ber ry, Rae Ann
Colchensky, Donna Deffenbaugh,
June Fields, Betty Gilpen, Barbara Park, Jean Tilden, Mary
Welshons, Jane Withers, Mary
Swalley, Barbara Buckley, Ann
Hobbs, Loveta
La ngenbach<'!r,
Geraldine Sieck, Ruth W ilson,
Mary Lou Gillette, Lois Hachtmeyer, Marjorie Phyllis, Helen
Schroeder Suzanne Temple, Kathleen De Cross, Marian E akin,
Leola Ferguson, Virginia Herd,
Maridcc Hill, Pat McKee, Katl:erine Moore, Marie Szila~ye, Sally
Thomas, Betty Fox, Nancy Owen,
Marion Whitnell, Shirley Milton,
Virginia Case, Dee Molte, Ann
Feldman, Ann Hedrick, Mary
Gaston, Carolyn Hilligoss, Nancy
Johnston, Patricia Pate, Jackie
Neef, Ann Patterson, Alice Spitzer, Jane Schmidt, Mable Wilkins,
Daphe J enkins, and Barbara Oak.
Janet Schaefer, Lell Lewis, ancl
Shirley Goodman were elected to
the Beta chapter oi Missouri
Alpha Kappa Delta, national
honor sociology fraternity, Washington University chapter.
Miss Hilma Dodson won the
Freshman Medal for the most
outstanding work in French. It
was presented by Jo Ann Butters,
president of Beta Pi Theta.

Ma11y Stril-{·ints·
Entrie ; In
Floral Exhibit
Roemer Hall was the site of a
beautiful floral exhibit last week
as the Cultivated Plants classes,
under the direction of Dr. Dawson, set up strildng and original
table arrangements.
Probably the m ost beauti1ul of
of the many and varied exhibits
was the table arranged for the
announcement of an engagement
by Elsie Lipscomb, Joann Schroeder and Mary Elizabeth Murphy.
The table was covere<'t with a
point venice cloth . In the center
was a mirror on which were
small bride and groom dolls, surrounded by white stock. Ivy trailed around two silver candle sticks
and on either s ide wene two silver
trays of gardenias. The place
cai·ds were gardenias lo which
were fastened tiny heart_ ~caring
the names o ( the engage.:, couple.
Most o.f the tables were informal, such as the one fixed up for a
snack after the movies. by Betty
Kilbury and Marian Pendarvis.
On a bright red table cloth was a
tray of fruit- oranges, apples,
bananas-cheese, crackers, pretzels, and cokes. Red lanterns to
carry out the color scheme were
set on either side of the table.
An interesting arrangement was
the one set up by Patti Hobart.
Virginia Herd. Betty Kirk and
H elen Schroeder for a pot-luck
s upper. The centerpiece was a
vegetable arrangement surrounded by brilliantly colored nastur-

HALL OF FAME

Once in a while you can see her
in Ayres where she lives, but
more aften than not, she can be
found at the library or the Tea
Room.
Shirley Goodman , latest addition to the H all of Fame, gets
around these days. She's the Literary Editor of the Annual, Senior representative on the Student
Council, Vice-president of SigmaTau Delta, Vice-president of the
Poetry Society, Treasurer for Pi
Alpha Delta, member of Who's
Who, and a m ember of Alpha
Kappa Delta a t Washington University. Besides all this, she has
wo ntwo Sociology awards.
Now, do you wonder why she's
never at home? In addi t ion to
all her accomplishments, Shirley
is well-liked on campus, and displays that good old L. C. spirit.
tiums. Brown glazed pottery
plates and red and white napkins
were used to carry out the festive
mood.
A springtime flower arrange•
ment was the local point of the
Easter breakfast arranged by
Patsy Pate, Alice Campbell, Betty
Gilpin, and Bal"bara Parle Iris,
daffodils, clarkia and violets were
the flowers used. For place cards,
jaunty little Easter egg figures
were set up with the names of
the guests printed on their stiff
white cardboard collars..
Other tables that were arranged
for special occasions were ones
for a war bride's first luncheon,
a porch suoper, Dad's birthday
dinner, a child's party. and a tea
for college friends. Members of
the classes who also set u p the
tables were : .To/'ln Emons, Patsy
Sharick, Ruth Wilson. Joan Davis,
Elain0 Grav. Doris Schneider,
c1v,r10110 HM"C'. Dorothy Ann
,voo". M::irv C::.<>c;t~n. Lo;s Ha,..htnie"f>l'. Rlle Ann Colchen!"ky,
Betty La Barre. and Babs Wexner.
FAD
By Mary Ann Nesbitt

'Twas the night before Stop
Day
And all through the dorm
Barry was cutting
Until all were shorn.
The hair .flew left
The hair flew rig ht
The hair flew everywhere
'Twas never s uch a sight!
'Twas t he day after
And all over L .C.
The many oohings and aahings
F illed the shorn girls with glee.
Moral: Cut your hail' ond be
done with it.

Wrinkled Brows and MidniB·ht
Oil Remind Us It's Exam. Time
"A simple sentence is a complete thought joined by an infini·
live and a paticipate." Or is that
r ight? That sounds more like a
nomination absolute." And so go
the thoughts oL the upperclassmen, because they are taking the
Junior English examination tomorrow afternoon.
Two parts of hydrogen and two
parts oxygen equal to water, but
a split infinitive plus a misplaced
modifier equals chaos. There's no
rhyme or reason. They just learn
the rules and hope· they don't get
confused. From 4 until 6 tomorrow the u pperclassmen \ivill try to
remember just what it was they
learned, ii anything, jn freshman
English.
F or the last year or two the
juniors and seniors h ave been

i1g l , l ~ ~~r~trj
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Dr. L. L . Bernard, new professor on the campus this semester
who teaches history of Social
Thought and Sociology, is well
known in his field, nationally and
internationally. Dr. Bernard is a
member o f the International organization, L'In stitut Internatio11ale de Sociologio. He served as
vice-president of the Brussels
Congress in 1935. He is also a
member of the Masyrak Sociological Society of Czcchosloakia ,
and has been named an honor
medalist by the government. He
is an active member of the Society of Historical Investigation
for the Historical Society of Argentina.
Dr. Bernard has written several
textlJuuk:, which are now in use
in- the United States and Great
Britlan. His soci11l Physcl10Iogy
is now being translated for use in
Mexico.
His latest book, War and its
Cause, will be publish ed early
this summer. The first part of
the book is devoted to the history
o( war, how it was conducted
from prim itive to modern times.
In the second part o.f the book,
Dr. Bernard discusses the different causes o.f war: psychological
causes, over population, imperialism, economic and political causes
and geographic boundaries. He
also discusses Hitler's t:1cory of
Geopolitics: Central Europe, Germany, 'is the h eartland of the
world island of Eurasia. Therefore Germany is the g uardian and
s hould capture the world island
.first. La ter he plans to settle
with the s maller world islands of
North and South America. The
last chapter deals with what
might be done to prevent future
war.
Dr. Bernard is a member of the
following honorary fraternities
Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi,
Zeta Phi, Al pha Kappa Delta of
which he was president in 1937.
Dr. Bernard was president of
the American Sociological Society
in 1932. He is now the editor of
the "American Sociology", and associate editor of "Sociological
F o r c e s , ' ' a n d "Sociological
Science".
Dr. Bernard gave the annual
address a t the Alpha Kappa Delta
chapter at the University of Illinois last week-end.

NO FINER BAKING

concentrating on learning "more
and more about less and less.',.
Rules for punctuating restrictive
clauses were on use in a lab.
and J. B. Watson says nothing
about predicate nominatives. The day of reckoning caught about
half o.f the upperclassmen u nprepared. 'Course it will be a field
day for the E nglish major. but
what about the unfortunates who
major in science, math. and psychology. That deficiency must be
corrected- and quickly. Out come
the grammcr books and worried
expressions. And that's why "English in Ten E asy Lessons" has
been choen the book of t he week.
The best-seller is read most frequently in the tearoom, and the
most-heaard comment is, "I didn't
want that diploma anyway.''

STRAND
Tue., Wed., 'IX
hurs.
A11ril 11-12-13

Fran k Sinat1·a
in

ffiGHEl?. and HIGHF.lt
with ,Tack lflLICy
Michele Morgan
Fri.-Sa t .

Apr. 14-15

2 FEATURES 2

Gloria Jean
with
Ray Malone
and
a grand musical cast in
'MOONLIGHT IN VER,UONT'
&

Cheste1· Morris
in T ORNADO
with Nancy Kelly
Sun., .i\1011., Tue'>.
April 16-17-18

NO TDIE FOR LOVE
with Claudette Co!ber,
·Fred MacMurray

We<l., Thtu·s.
April 19-20
2 FEATURES 2
Humphrey Bogart
in CRIME SCHOOL"
with the
Dead Eocl l{ids
&

GIRLS ON PROUA'rION
with Ronald Reagan
Fri., SaL '
Apdl 2 l-22
2 FEATURES 2

Allan Jones
in SI1.lf•3 A ,TI~Gi.E

with June Vincent
&

Gevcrnrnent FiJn~
<in technicolor)
l\m,HPHJS BELLi':

Sun.. Ilion., Tues.
April 23-21-25
TIIE SULLIVANS
with Thomas Mitchell
Anne Baxter
:---:.-- - - - . , , - - - - ~
;;;,.,_ _ _ _..
, • - - -..•••'"'•"'--•---:

BRAU~ANN'S
After Easter

CLEARANCE
now in progress!

Group of
Coats, Suits, Dresses

REDUCED

THAN AT

LITTLE BEE BAKERY

331 °/o
W e Give and R edeem

EAGLE S TAMPS

FRESH DAILY

PHONE 1222

BRAUFMAN'S

j

Ii

